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LET x be a discrete group with the property that its classifying space Bn has the homotopy 
type of a finite CW-complex. The algebraic K-theory version of Novikov’s conjecture is the 
assertion that the rational algebraic K-groups K,(Z[n]) @I Q of the integral group ring 
Z [A] contain a direct summand isomorphic to H, (8~; Q) 6 K,(Z). In this article we will 
show how to reduce this conjecture to a single homotopy theoretic problem which is 
completely independent of the group n. 
We will construct a map, which is most naturally thought of as a character map or a 
trace map, 
ch: A(pt) + Map(CP”, QS’). 
Here A(X) is Waldhausen’s algebraic K-theory space [21], pt is the one point space and the 
target is the space of all maps of infinite dimensional complex projective space to the space 
QS” = 5 R”S”. 
We will show that the algebraic K-theory version of Novikov’s conjecture follows from the 
statement hat 
is injective. 
ch,: n*(A(pt))@ Q + n*Map(CP”, QS=‘) 0 Q 
The rational homotopy groups of A(pt) are known 
n,(A(~t)) 63 Q = 
Q, for q = 4k + 1 
o 
, 
otherwise 
It is also known that each x2,+ lMap(CP”, QS’) @I Q is an infinite dimensional Q vector 
space. 
We make the following conjecture. 
CONJECWRE. The induced map 
is injective. 
4: z,A(pt) 60 Q + n,MapW’“, Qs”) 63 Q 
To set our work in context we will discuss the various forms of Novikov’s conjecture. 
Let M be a compact, smooth, oriented manifold. Let L(M) be the Hirzebruch L-polynomial 
in the rational Pontryagin classes of the tangent bundle of M. Using the splitting principle, 
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L(M) is the polynomial associated to the power series expansion for x/tanh(x). Let 
n = n,(M) 
be the fundamental group, and let 
f:M+Ba 
be the classifying map of the universal covering space of M. Let a be an arbitrary element of 
the rational cohomology of the group K, 
aEH*(lr, Q) = H*(Bn, Q). 
The higher signature I,(M) is the rational number 
I,(M) = (L(M) uf*(a), CM1 > 
where [M] denotes the fundamental class. The classical Novikov conjecture is as follows. 
NO~IKOYS CONJECTURE. The higher signature I,(M) is a homotopy invariant of M. 
Notice that if a = 1 and M is 4n-dimensional, then Hirzebruch’s signature formula says 
that I(M) is the usual signature of M and hence is a homotopy invariant. One reason for the 
interest in Novikov’s conjecture is that if IL is the fundamental group of a closed oriented 
aspherical manifold and Novikov’s conjecture is false for x then there are closed oriented 
aspherical manifolds with fundamental group 1~ which are not homeomorphic. 
Novikov’s conjecture has had many reformulations and has been proved for many 
groups. The particular reformulation that will be of interest to us is due to Wall [23]. 
Let IL be a discrete group, and let L,(Z[lr)) be the L-groups of Z[TT], otherwise known 
as the surgery obstruction groups of IL. There is a natural assembly map 
~:H,(Ba;Q)~~L,(Z)-,L,(ZCnl)~Q 
defined in [23]. Wall proved that Novikov’s conjecture is implied by the following 
conjecture. 
L-THEORY VERSION OF NO~IKO~S CONJECTURE. Let x be a group such that Bn is homotopy 
equivalent to a finite complex. Then the assembly map 
is injective. 
Notice that this conjecture is purely an algebraic conjecture. It seems natural to study 
the algebraic K-theory version of this conjecture. There is an assembly map in K-theory and 
the K-theory version of Novikov’s conjecture is as follows. 
K-THEORY VERSION OF NOVIKO~s CONJECTURE. Let K be a group such that Bx is 
homotopy equivalent to a finite complex. Then the assembly map 
is injective. 
Our method of studying the K-theory Novikov conjecture is to try to use an analogue of 
the Chem character to detect the assembly map. 
The usual Chem character is the homomorphism 
ch: K*(X) + H*(X, Q) 
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where K*(X) is the complex K-theory of the space X. There has been much recent progress, 
initiated by Alain Connes [9] and his ideas on cyclic cohomology, in generalising this 
homomorphism to other forms of K-theory. If R is a ring then we can construct the negative 
cyclic homology HC;(R) and a character map 
ch:K,(R)+HC;(R) 
as in [13, 143. Unfortunately this map cannot be used to detect the assemply map, for 
example when R = Z, HC; (Z) is zero in odd degrees whereas K, (Z) @ Q is only non-zero 
in odd degrees. 
We get around this difficulty by using Waldhausen’s K-theory of spaces and looking for 
the analogue of the Chern character in this form of K-theory. The rational homotopy 
groups of the space A(&) are given by 
but, from this point of view, the space A&) is richer than the corresponding space K(Z[n]) 
whose homotopy groups are the algebraic K-groups of Z[x]. There is an assembly map for 
Waldhausen’s K-theory [17] 
which is compatible with the assembly map in K-theory. Thus the K-theory Novikov 
conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that the A-theory assembly map induces a 
monomorphism in rational homotopy groups. 
Let AX be the free loop space of X equipped with the action of the circle given by 
rotating loops. If Y is a space equipped with an action of the topological group G then we 
write YhG for the homotopy fixed point space of Y, that is 
YhG = MapG(EG, Y) 
is the space of equivariant maps from a contractible free G-space to Y. We will write Q 
for the functor 
XHQX = li$Z”C”X 
where R and Z are the loop space and suspension functors. We write Q + (X) for the space 
Q(X+ ). The notation is chosen so that Q+(X) is the unreduced stable homotopy of X in the 
sense that x, (Q + X) is the unreduced generalized homology theory 7r: (X + ), whereas QX is 
the reduced stable homotopy of X in the sense that n.+(QX) = n:(X). 
The main results of this paper are summarised in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. 
(1) Z%ere is a natural character map 
ch: A(X) + (Q+(AX))? 
(2) There is an assembly map 
~49: H,(Bx; Q)@ n,((QS”)‘lS’) + n,(Q+(ABa))? 
(3) Assume that Bx has the homotopy type of a finite complex. Then W has a natural 
splitting 
r: ~JQ+(~WhS1) C3 Q + H,(Bx; Q) C3 x,((QSO)~‘). 
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(4) The following diagram commutes: 
H,@; Q) 63 n,(A(pt)) = HJBn; Q) @I 7~ * ((QS")hS') 
4 1 14 
JWU’W) 63 Q - MQ+WN)hS') 0 Q 
4 
Here the circle action on Q+(AX) is the action induced by rotating loops. Note that 
(QS”)‘lS’ = Map(CP”, QS’). By a diagram chase we immediately deduce the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Suppose the map 
ch,: K,(A(pt)) @ Q -+ K,((QS~)~~’ 6 Q 
is injective. Then the assembly map 
H,(Bn; Q) 8 n,(A(pt)) --, a,(A(W) 
is injective and the K-theory version of Novikov’s conjecture follows. 
Again, the main feature of this approach is that the K-theory Novikov conjecture for 
every group with finite classifying space is reduced to studying ch applied to n,(A (pt)) @I Q. 
This paper is set out as follows. In Q 1 we describe a construction of the character map 
ch: K,(R) -, HC; (R). 
Our construction of the character map for A(X) can be roughly understood as an analogue 
of this construction in the setting of the “group ring up to homotopy, Q+rr”. The precise 
construction is of course quite technical; it is carried out in detail in 92. In $3 we analyse the 
target of the character map and so complete the construction of the map 
ch: A(X) -. (Q+(AX))? 
In $4 we start to analyse the map ch. We prove that it has a suitable multiplicative 
property at the level of homology. Presumably it has a much stronger multiplicative 
property but we confine ourselves to proving just about the minimum we need to complete 
our argument. In $5 we construct the assembly map 
9J* H @Ix- Q) @ x ** ’ * ((QS”)hS’ --, dQ+ WWhS @ Q 
and prove part (3) of the main theorem. In 96 we prove a product formula for ch, which 
amounts to part (4) of the main theorem. 
In an important series of papers [2,3,4], Bokstedt has studied trace maps defined for a 
large class of rings up to homotopy. The difference between our construction and Bokstedt’s 
is that we only deal with the case of the ring up to homotopy Q + G where G is a topological 
group and we use special features of this case to prove our main results. 
In fact our original work on trace maps and Bokstedt’s work were done completely 
independently and with different goals in mind. Our goals were to apply these trace maps to 
Novikov’s conjecture and the study of A(X). 
In this version we have used a technical device due to Bokstedt; we use homotopy 
colimits in certain critical places. This seems to be one clear and efficient way of dealing with 
several of the technical points involving limits which occur in this area. We are grateful to 
Waldhausen for pointing out an error involving these limits in this first version of this work, 
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and also for pointing out that Bokstedt’s use of homotopy colimits neatly deals with these 
difficulties. 
$1. THE TRACE MAP FOR RINGS AND SIMPLICIAL RINGS 
In this section we recall the generalized trace map for rings. This map should be viewed 
as the “geometric realization” of the algebraic construction of the character 
ch: K,(R) -. HC; (R) 
described in [13], [14, sect. 51. We take care to perform our constructions in a way which 
generalizes to the case when R = Q + (CIX). 
To proceed we must use some of the theory of cyclic objects, see [9,12,15]. Let G be a 
topological group. We associate to G the cyclic space IV,,(G) defined as follows. The set of 
n-simplices W,(G) is defined to the the Cartesian product G”+l, and the structure maps are 
given by 
dik?09 * * * 9 9.1 = 1 (go, * * . 9gi-l9gigi+l~gi+2~ * *. 9 g.), for 0 I i I n - 1 (9.90,91*. * *,&-I), for i = n. 
Si(gO,...,g.)=(gO,...,gi,l,gi+l,...,gn), i=O,...,n 
The cyclic group Z,, 1 acts on W.(G) by the formula 
rn+r(gcU * * .,Sn)=(Sn,90,...,9”-1) 
where tn+lEZ,+, is the generator. This cyclic set is referred to as the cyclic bar construction 
on G, see [22]. 
Now let A be an algebra over the commutative integral domain k. To the algebra A we 
associate the cyclic k-module N,(A) as follows. The module of n-simplices N,(A) is defined 
to be the (n + l)-fold tensor product A@(“+1) and the structure maps are given by the 
formulae 
di(UO@ I * * @ an)= 
i 
(a,@... @ai-r@Ua,ai+r@Ui+2@ . . . @aa,), forO<iIn-1 
(a,co@aa,@ * * * @a,-,), 
Si(UO@ m** @‘“)=(a,c3~. @ai@l@ai+l@ . . . Baa,), i=O ,..., n 
The Z,+, action is given by 
rn+i(ao@ * * * @~“)=c-~~+‘(a,@~a,~ *.. @a”-,) 
This cyclic k-module N,(A) is the cyclic k-module generated by the k-algebra A. 
We define the trace map 
tr: N&W(A)) --) N,(A) 
as follows. On the level of n-simplices tr,: M,(A)@‘“+ ‘) -P A*(“+ l) is defined by first using the 
canonical identification M,(A) = M,(k) 8 A and then using the formula 
tr,((mo @ a,)@ . . . @ (m, @ a,)) = trace(m,m, . . . m,)a,@ . . . @ a,. 
It is easy to check that this does define a map of cyclic objects. Moreover it is immediate that 
upon passage to chain complexes, this is the trace map defined in [13,14]. 
The inclusion p: G&(A) + M,(A) clearly defines a map of cyclic sets 
~JGJXA)) = N&f,(A)) 
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and the map we actually want is the composition of this map and the map tr above. We will 
denote the resulting map by 
t: W,(GL,(A)) -+ N,(A). 
Now we apply geometric realization to this map of cyclic sets. That is, we forget the cyclic 
structure and form the geometric realization of the underlying simplicial sets. From 
[ll, 6, 151 we know that the resulting spaces have natural actions of the circle group S’ 
and the map induced by T is equivariant. We end up with spaces W(G) = 1 W,(G)1 and 
N(A) = IN,(A)1 and an equivariant map 
7: W(GL,(A)) + N(A). 
We are writing 7 where we should write 171. The spaces W(G), N(A) and the map 7 have the 
following properties. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a group-like topological monoid. Then there is a natural equi- 
variant map W(G) + ABC which is an ordinary homotopy equivalence. 
As a matter of terminology we will refer to equivariant map which is an ordinary 
homotopy equivalence as a weak equivalence, so the theorem says that W(G) and ABC are 
weakly S’ equivalent. This result is due to Goodwillie [12], see also [6,15]. We will also 
need the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. There is a natural homotopy equivalence X + (IIX)~~‘. 
Proof: This follows from the following formal manipulation: 
(AX)hS’ = MapsI(ES1,Map(S1,X)) = Mapsl(ES’ x S’,X) 
where S ’ acts on itself by multiplication, diagonally on ES 1 x S ‘, and trivially on X. But 
then 
MapsI(ES’ x S’, X) = Map(ES’, X) N X. 
Using Lemma 1.2 we define the Chern character map 
ch: BGL,(A) + (N(A))hS’ 
to be the map 
BGLJA) N (NGL,(A))hS’ trF’ - (N(A))? 
Unfortunately, these maps are not compatible with the usual stabilisation maps 
i,: CL,(A) + CL,, ,(A). We get around this minor difficulty as follows. Let M,(A)* be the 
ring obtained by adjoining an additional unit to M,(A). That is 
M,(A)* = M,(A) x k 
with the ring structure given by the formula 
(ml, k,)(m,, 4 = (mrmz +&ml + klml, krk,). 
Notice that (0, l)oM,(A) x k = M,,(A)* is the identity in this ring. Now consider the 
representation 
p’: CL,(A) + M,(A)* 
given by 
d(s) = (g - I,l)o M,,(A) x k 
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where IEM, is the identity matrix. Notice that 5 takes the group multiplication in 
CL,(A) to the ring multiplication in M,(A)*. It therefore induces a map of cyclic spaces 
Let p: M,(A)* + M,(A) be the map of rings defined by p(a, 1) = u + 1. If we compose fi with 
the map induced by p we get p. 
The trace map tr .+: N,(M,(A)) + N,(A) has a natural extension to N*(M,(A))* induced 
by setting the trace of r~ k s M,(A) x k = M,(A)* to be zero. Thus we may define 
to be the composite 
5: W(GL,(A)) -. N(A) 
These maps are compatible with the stabilization maps j, and so define an equivariant map 
W(GL(A)) + N(A). 
By taking homotopy fixed points we get the stabilised Chem character map 
ch: BGL(A) --) (N(A))‘? 
Next we study the spaces N(A). The results that follow describe the relationship between 
a,N(A) and Hochschild homology, and between x*(N(A))~’ and cyclic homology. 
LEMMA 1.3. 
(1) The space N(A) is an Eilenberg-MucLune space with n,N(A) = HH,(A). 
(2) The space (N(A))hs‘ is an Eilenberg-MacLane space. 
(3) There is a natural homomorphism z,(N(A))~~’ -+ HC; (A) which is an isomorphism in 
nonnegative dimensions. 
Proof: (1) Since N,(A) is a simplicial abelian group its realization is an Eilenberg- 
MacLane space whose homotopy groups are the homology groups of the chain complex 
associated to N,(A). But this associated chain complex is precisely the standard Hochschild 
complex of A with homology groups ZfH,(A). This proves (1). 
(2) Since N(A) is the realization of a simplicial abelian group it is an abelian topological 
group, and the action of the circle coming from the cyclic structure of N,(A) is given by 
continuous homomorphisms. It follows that Map,,(ES ‘, N(A)) is an abelian topological 
group and therefore an Eilenberg-MacLane space. 
(3) Take as our model for ES’ the infinite sphere S” = lim,,,S2”-‘. The filtration of 
S”bytheS 2n-1’~ yields a tower of fibrations 
(IV(A))h“ = Map,&?=, N(A)) +. . . + MapS,(S2”+l, N(A)) 
--, Mup,,(S’“-‘, N(A)) -. . . . + N(A). 
When one applies homotopy groups, the resulting spectral sequence is known as the descent 
spectral sequence. This is a second quadrant spectral sequence whose E,-term is 
n, N(A) = I-H,(A). 
Now consider the positive part of the cyclic C;complex of [14, IS]. By using the 
filtration of this complex by columns, one obtains a second quadrant spectral sequence 
converging to HC;(A) whose E,-term is HH,(A). By using the relationship between the 
“B-operator” of Connes [a], and the S’-action of a cyclic space described in [lS] together 
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with the classical techniques of Bousfield and Kan [S, chX, §6), it is straightforward to 
check that these spectral sequences are isomorphic. The result follows. 
Part (3) of this lemma should be viewed as a kind of dual to the results of [12, 6, 151 
comparing the homology of the homotopy orbit space of an S’-space with (positive) cyclic 
homology. 
Since (N(.4))hs’ is an infinite loop space the map ch: BGL(A) + (iV(A))hS’ extends over 
the plus construction to give a map 
ch: K(A) = BGL(A)+ + (N(A))“‘. 
The induced map of homotopy groups gives the character homomorphism 
defined in [13,14]. 
K*(A) + HC; (A) 
This character map ch will be generalized in the next section to the setting of 
Waldhausen’s algebraic K-theory of spaces. 
$2. THR CHERN CHARACTER FOR A(X) 
Let G be a topological group. The purpose of this section is to construct he cyclic spaces 
iV,(M,(Q+ G)“), N,(Q+ G), and the generalized trace map 
w N,W(Q+ G)) --, N,(Q+ G) 
and to describe how it induces the Chem character for the algebraic K-theory of spaces. 
We begin by describing the motivation for the construction. Let k be a commutative 
integral domain, and consider the additive basis V, for the matrix ring M,,(k) defined by 
V, = {e,,,cM.(k): 1 < i, j 5 n> 
where e,, j is the n x n matrix having only one nonzero entry, that being a one in the (i,j)th 
slot. 
If A is an algebra over k then define e,, i(a) by the formula 
ei,j(a) = ei,l @ aEM, @ A = M,(A). 
It is easy to see that 
ei.jWb(8) = ~j,~ei,k@S) (2.1) 
where Sj,l is the Kronecker b. The matrices e,,(a) generate the matrix algebra M,(A) over k. 
Now suppose that A is a group algebra k[G]. Then the set 
V,(G) = {e&J): go G1 (2.2) 
forms an additive basis for M,(k[G)), and this basis is closed under multiplication. Adjoin 
to this set the identity of k (which we denote by I), and we get a set 
V,(G)* = v,(G)u (11 (2.3) 
which forms a basis for M,(k[G])*. 
We can now manufacture a cyclic set out of these sets V,(G)* such that the free cyclic 
k-module generated by this cyclic set is precisely the cyclic k-module N,(M,(k[G])*) 
defined in the last section. 
Define 
U,,,(G) = V,,(G) x . . . x V,(G)u {I} (2.4) 
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where there are p + 1 factors of V,(G) in this product. Notice that the set U,,(G) is an 
additive basis for the k-module of p-simplices 
&,WMGl)*) = Pf,V4G1)*)‘-‘+‘. 
Notice furthermore that since the sets V,(G) are closed under matrix multiplication, the 
sets U,,.(G) are invariant under the face maps, degeneracies, and cyclic operators defining 
the cyclic k-module N,(M,(k[G])*). Thus these sets form a sub-cyclic set 
&(G)G N,WJkCGI)*)- 
Indeed since each U,,,(G) is a basis for N,(M,(k[G])*), it follows that N,(M,(k[G])*) 
is the free cyclic k-module generated by U,(G). We write this relation as 
WnWI = ~,WnUWI)*). 
The trace map 
tr: M,(k[G])* = k[ V,,(G)*] --+ k[ VI(G)*] = k[G u (Z>] 
is then given by the formula 
P(Z) = I, Nei, j(S)) = 
g, ifi=j 
I, otherwise. 
We define the generalized trace map 
on p-simplices, 
tr: U,(G) -+ k[U,(G)] 
v,(GY’+’ u {Z) = LJ,,. 
via, cr(Z) = Z and the formula 
~~(eio.jo(~o)~ - - - 9 ei,.jpbJj = 
i 
(go, * * * , gJ, if j0 = i,,j, = i,, . . . , j,- 1 = i,, and j, = i,, 
0 otherwise. (2.5) 
It is easy to check that this gives the generalized trace map in the sense that the 
composite 
N,M(Wl)*) = W,UWf:W,W)1--, N,(kCGl) 
is the trace map defined in section 2. (The last map in this composite is induced by mapping 
Z to zero.) 
We now repeat this construction over the “group algebra up to homotopy” Q + (OX) 
instead of k[G). First we replace Rx by a topological group G which is homotopy 
equivalent to Rx as &-spaces. For example we may take G to be the Kan-Milnor 
simplicial loop group construction. In any case we will work exclusively with Q+ G. 
We will construct a space (more accurately a spectrum) of matrix generators in a sense 
appropriate to infinite loop spaces, and use this space to construct the cyclic space 
ZV,(M,(Q+G)*). To define these spaces we have to deal with certain technical points 
involving limits. To achieve this we use ideas of Bokstedt [2] involving homotopy colimits. 
Let Z be the category whose objects are the finite ordered sets II = { 1, . . . , n}. We allow 
the empty set which will be denoted by 0. The morphisms in this category are the order 
preserving injective maps. Let Zq be the q-fold Cartesian product of I. 
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Given an object A = (al, . . . , aI) of fq, define 
SA = S”’ A . . . A S”q 
PX=PI\X, 
and 
RAX = Mup*(S”, X). 
Recall that S” is the m-fold smash product S” = S’ A . . . A S’. For such a sequence A 
define 
V&n, A, G) c Map, V S”, V S” A ZAG+ 
I II > 
to be the subset consisting of those maps which factorize as 
~S”p~.s~+~ A Z*G+--;;-r~S" A ZAG+ (2.6) 
where p, and uI are the natural projections and inclusions, and where aeR”(S” A ZAG+). 
There are obvious suspension maps V,,(m, A) + V,(m + 1, A), and we define V,(A) to be the 
corresponding limit. We will denote the element represented above by ei,i(a). 
Now let B = (b,, . . . , b,) be another object in Zq and let 8: A + B be a morphism. The 
existence of 8 implies that 
B-A=&-al,...,bq-a,) 
is an object of IQ. Observe that 8 defines a suspension map 
z,: ZB-*SA + sB 
in the obvious way. Of course CB is a homeomorphism. In turn & induces a natural 
suspension map 
Z,: 0’ V,(A, G) + l-JBV,(B, G). 
This defines a functor A&,, from the category IQ to spaces. We define the space M,,,(Q + G) 
to be the homotopy colimit of this functor, see [S] and [2]. That is, 
M,,,(Q+ G) = % il’V,(A, G). 
Composition together with the multiplication in G give a well defined, strictly associ- 
ative pairing 
V,(A, G) A V,(B, G) -+ V,,(A + B, G). 
Here A + B is the object of 14 given by disjoint of the coordinates with the natural ordering. 
We will regard (A, B) + A + B as a functor IQ x IQ + IQ in the obvious way. Note that this is 
not a commutative operation. These pairings induce a well defined strictly associative 
pairing 
iP’V,(A,G)@f2BV,(B,G)+ilA+BV,(A+B,G). 
This pairing defines a natural transformation M,,, x M.,q + M,., and hence a map of 
homotopy colimits 
M,,,(Q+GWKq(Q+G) +MdQ+G)- 
Now by a result of Bokstedt 12, theorem 1.51 
@f,,q(Q+G) g KWQ+W 
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In particular 
@G.p(Q+ G) = WZCG,GI)- 
Following Waldhausen [21] we define gL,,(Q+ G) to be the pull back in the following 
diagram 
k,(Q+ G) * K.&Q+ G) 
cl lc 
GL@Cn,Gl) or MJZCGGI) 
where the maps c are the component maps. Notice that the above pairings give eL,,(Q+ G) 
the structure of a group-like monoid. 
There is a juxtaposition functor 14 + I which on objects is given by 
(a,, . . . ,aq)-,al + . . . +a,. 
where again + means disjoint union with the natural ordering. This functor defines an 
equivalence M&Q + G) + Mm, 1 (Q + G) which respects the pairings, and therefore induces an 
equivalence of monoids 
~L,.,(Q+G)-r~L,,,(Q+G). 
From now on we will denote M., 1 (Q + G) by M,(Q + G) and GL,, 1 (Q + G) by 6L,(Q + G). 
We now deal with the analogue of adjoining a unit to our “matrix ring” M,(Q + G). 
Define V,(A, G)* to be V,(A, G) v S”; as above this defines a functor 
4:JG)(4 = CP’V,(~ G)* 
from I4 to spaces, and we define M&Q+ G)* to be the homotopy colimit of this functor. 
The pairings 
and 
V,(A, G)* A I$(& G)* + I$(,4 + B, G)* 
K,(Q+G)* x M..,(Q+G)* -N,,(Q+ G)* 
are defined as above. 
We now define the analogue of the (p + l)-fold tensor product of M,(Q+ G)*. Let 
A=(a,aO,. . . , a& be an object of Ipf2. Define 
N,,,(G)(A) = RAP( I$@,, G)* A . . . . . . F$(a,, G)*). 
For the moment the extra first coordinate a in A will pay no role but it will prove to be 
useful later on. Let B = (b, b,, . . . , bp) be another object in Zp+2, and let 8: A + B be a 
morphism. 8 defines a suspension map 
&,:fi%“(V,(a,,, G)* A , . . A J$(a,, G)* -4B~b(V,(b,, G)* A . . . A V,(b,, G)*) 
given by suspending in the coordinates determined in the natural way by the morphism 8. 
This defines a functor N,,,(G) from the category I P+2 to spaces. We now define the space of 
p-simplices N,(M,(Q+ G)*) to be the homotopy colimit of the functor N,.,(G), 
Np(WQ+G)*) = holint K,.,WW. 
Using Bokstedt’s argument concerning such homotopy colimits [2, th. 1.51, we see that 
N,(M,,(Q+ G)*) is analogous to the (p + l)-fold tensor product of M,(Q+ G)* in the sense 
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that 
~+W,M(Q+G)*))~ K(n,(Q+G))@P+l. 
We now describe a cyclic structure on the spaces N,(M,(Q + G)*). These are induced by 
the functors 
r. zp+2 + zp+2 
& ZP+2 + ZP+l, i= ,...p 0 
sj: zp+’ + zp+2, j=o,...p-1 
defined by the rules 
t(a, ao, . . . , apI = (a, a,, ao, . . . , ap-d 
di(a, ao, . . . , ap) = (a, ao, . . . , ai + ai+ i, . . . , ap), 
for i < p 
hap+ao,al,. . . ,apeI), for i = p 
Sj(a,a0,...iap)=(8,ao ,..., a)O,aj+l,.. .,ap). 
These functors determine maps 
r: N,,,(G)(A) --) N,,,(G)@4 
given by permuting coordinate, 
4: Nm,p(G)(A) + JJn,p-,(G)(diA) 
defined by the composition pairing in the i and (i + 1)st cordinates, and 
sj:N”,p-,(G)(A)~N,p(G)(siA) 
given by using the natural inclusion 
Sq 4 N,(q, G) v Sq = N,(q, G)* 
in the jth slot. 
These maps then determine a cyclic structure on the spaces N,(M,(Q+ G)*). We refer to 
the induced cyclic spaces as N,(M,(Q+ G)*). 
Now we construct the generalized trace map 
tr: N,M,(Q+G)*)-,N,(Q+G) 
where by N,(Q+G) we mean N,(M,(Q+G)*). The construction will be the obvious 
analogue of formula (2.5), which as observed above, yields the cyclic trace map for group 
algebras defined in section 1. The principal ingredient is the map 
tr: Nn(a, G*) + N, (a, G)* (2.7) 
defined as follows. Since V,(a, G)* = VJa, G) v S”, the map tr is determined by two 
components. In the So-summand it is just the inclusion of S” into I’, (a, G)*. On the wedge 
summand V.(a, G) the map is given by the formula 
%jk4 + I a, ifi=j *, otherwise. 
More generally we define 
tr: VJa,, G) A . . . A V,(a, G) + Vl(ao, G)* A . . . A Vl(ap, G)* 
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by the formula 
tdei,,j,(%) A . - - A eiP, j,(aJ) = 
a0 A . . . A ap ifj, = ii,. . . ,jP_i = iP, andj, = i, 
* 
otherwise. 
Compare this with formula (2.5). 
If we now apply RAZA to this map we get a natural transformation 
rr,: N,,,(G) + N,,,(G) 
and hence a map of homotopy colimits 
rr,: N,(M,(Q+G)*)~N,(M,(Q+G)*). 
These maps preserve the cyclic structure maps and therefore determine a map of cyclic 
spaces. This is the cyclic truce map. 
tr: N,Wn(Q+ G)*) -+ N,(Q+ G). 
We now discuss stabilization procedures. Notice that for every p there is a natural 
inclusion 
i.: N,(M.(Q+G)*)-,N,(M,+,(Q+G)*) 
induced by the inclusions 
KM G) = K+ ,(A, G) 
given by wedging on the trivial (constant) map. This is the analogue of adding a row and 
column of zeroes. The inclusions in respect he cyclic structure maps and so define a map of 
cyclic spaces 
i.: N,(M,(Q+G)*)~N,(M,+,(Q+G)*). 
We define the cyclic space N,(M(Q+ G)*) to be the limit of these spaces under the maps 
i,, then by formula (2.7) the trace maps 
rr: N,(M,(Q+G)*,)-,N,(Q+G) 
respect his limit and so define a cyclic map 
rr: N,W(Q+G)*)+N,(Q+G). (2.8) 
We now define the character maps. First we define the cyclic space I&(Gf.(Q+ G)), 
which will on the one hand be a cyclic subspace of N,(M(Q+ G)*), and on the other hand 
will have as its realization an S l-space whose homotopy fixed point set is BcL(Q+ G). 
For this we need the following observation concerning the component map 
c:Q+G+Z[n,G]. 
By comparing formulae (2.4), (2.5), and the formulae given in the beginning of $1 for the 
cyclic structure maps of N,(M,,(Z[a,G])*) with the definitions of the structure maps for 
N,(M,(Q+ G)*), one sees immediately that this component map induces a map of cyclic 
spaces 
c: N,(M,(Q+G)*)-,N,(M,(ZC~0Gl)*) 
that preserves the cyclic trace maps defined above. At level k we define I&(GL(Q+ G)) by 
the following pull-back diagram 
@W(Q+G)) - N,W(Q+G)*) 
1 lc 
(2.9) 
GL(Z[q,G])‘+’ - (lbf(Z[~,,G])*)@~+~ 
PI 
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Here pk is the representation described in $1. Since we have adjoined an extra unit to the 
matrix ring, pk is a faithful representation. Hence J?‘k(GL(Q+ G)) consists of a set of path 
components of iV,(M(Q+ G)*). Moreover, since the component map c is a map of cyclic 
spaces, as is p, the %‘k(GL(Q+ G))‘s fit together to define a cyclic subspace J?*(GL(Q+ G)) of 
N,(M(Q+ G)*). By abuse of notation we still call the inclusion map 
P: @‘WQ+ (3) -+ N,W(Q+ G)*) 
and we consider the composite map of cyclic spaces (the cyclic trace map) 
T: EQGL(Q+ G))--+ N,W(Q+ G)*k-+ N,(Q+ G) 
b tr 
which, by its construction lives over (via the component map) the cyclic 
discrete rings 
(2.10) 
trace map of 
T: G(GL(z[~L,G])) -~,W(ZC~,Gl)*)-- N,(ZCA~,GI) 
P tr 
defined in section 1. 
Let GL,(Q+ G) be the topological monoid defined above. Let 
&(Q+ G) = 2 &,(Q+ G). 
The S’-equivariant homotopy type of W(&(Q+ G)) is given by theorem 1.1. To under- 
stand the S ‘-equivariant homotopy type of J?(GL(Q+ G)) we compare it to W(eL(Q+ G)) 
as follows. 
LEMMA 2.11. There is a weak S’-equivariant homotopy equivalence 
h: G(GL(Q+ G)) + w@(Q+ G)). 
ProoJ: We will construct his homotopy equivalence simplicially. At level p this involves 
defining p + 1 natural transformations 
fi: N,,,(G) --t M,,,+,(G), i = 0, . . . , P. 
Let A = (a, ao, . . . , a& be an object of I P+2. Since Vn(ai, G)* = Vn(ai, G) v S”‘, the smash 
product 
F’V,,(a,, G)* A . . . A V,(a,, g)* 
has an obvious induced splirting. Consider the wedge summands of the form 
S” A S”” . . . A s“‘-’ A VB(ai, G)* A S”‘+’ A . . , A Sop = SA V (S”’ A V,(ai, G)) 
whereA,=(a,a, ,..., ai_l,O,al+l ,... ap). There is a map from this space to V,(A, G)* = 
V&4, G) v SA defined to be the identity on SA and to be the appropriate suspension map 
SA’ A V(ai, G) + V(A, G). 
By applying R* to this map we get a map 
fi: V,,,(G)(A) + R-‘V,(A, G)* 3 0’ V,(A, G) 
where p is the analogue of the map used in $1 for matrix rings. This gives a natural 
transformation of functors defined on Ip+2 and so defines a map of homotopy colimits 
1;:: N,bWQ+ G)*) + K,+AQ+ (3. 
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Compose this with the equivalence MO,,+, (Q+ G) --* M,(Q+ G) described above, and ob- 
serve that when restricted to eP(GL,(Q+ G)) c iV,(M,(Q+ G)*), the image of fi lies in the 
monoid &.,(Q + G) c M,(Q + G). Taking the Cartesian product of these maps gives us a map 
h,=f,x . . . xf,: *pW,(Q+ G)) -+ eL,(Q+ GY” = f+‘,(k(Q+ GN. 
It is easy to check that each h, is an equivalence and that the h, define a map of cyclic spaces 
h: ct,VWQ+ GN -+ &@dQ+ (3) 
that is a weak S’-equivalence upon realization. The lemma now follows by passing to the 
limit over II. 
Since gL.(Q+ G) is a group-like monoid, the realization @(GL(Q+ G)) is weakly S’- 
equivalent to the free loop space M?&(Q+ G) (see theorem 1.1). Thus F?(GL(Q+ G)) is 
weakly S’-equivalent to the free loop space AB&(Q+ G)), and hence we can identify the 
homotopy fixed points 
(ti(GL(Q+ G))@’ 2: B&(Q+ G). 
As we have done several times before, we can now define the Chern character by 
applying homotopy fixed points to the cyclic trace map and extending over the plus 
construction: 
ch: A(X) = Z@L(Q+ G)’ =(@(GL(Q+G)hs’)+)_:(N(Q+G))hS1. (2.12) 
$3. THE EQUIVARIANT HOMOTOPY TYPE OF N(Q+ G) 
In this section we compile a few results about the homotopy type of the target of the 
Chern character map for A(X), namely, (N(Q+ G))‘@, where G is a topological group of the 
same homotopy type (as H-spaces) as nX. We begin by establishing some notation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Y be a space with an S’-action, and let V be a finite dimensional 
representation of S’. 
(1) Let fI”S”( Y,) = Map(S”, S” A Y,) with the mapping space action. Here S” is the 
one point compactijication of the representation V and S’ acts on Sv A Y, diagonally. 
(2) Let 
Q’+(Y) = lim Map(S” A Sv, S” A Sv A Y,) 
“‘OD 
with the mapping space S’-action. Here S’ acts diagonally on S” A Sv and on S” A Sv A Y+ , 
where the action on each S” is trivial. 
(3) Zf we put no superscript, Q+(Y) will denote QY+ ( Y), where V is the trivial represen- 
tation. 
(4) Let 
Q$‘( Y) = lim RvSY( Y,), - 
where the limit is taken over all finite dimensional representations V. 
Notice that all of the Q’+ (Y)‘s are homeomorphic. However, different representations V 
yield different S’-actions on Q’,(Y). But we do have the following relationship between 
them. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If V is anyfinite dimensional representation of S ‘, and Y is any S l space, then 
there is a natural weak S’-equivalence 
i:Q’+U-l-Q:‘(r). 
Proof: The map j is induced by the inclusions of 
Map(S” A S”, S” A S” A Y,) = Map(S”@[“l, S”@[“l A Y,) 
into the direct limit defining Q”,‘(Y). Here V @I [n] denotes the direct sum of the represen- 
tation V and the n-dimensional trivial representation. The fact that j is equivariant and an 
ordinary homotopy equivalence is immediate. 
Notice that in the above discussion S’ can be replaced by any group. 
The following is one of the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a group-like topological monoid. There is a natural weak S’ 
homotopy equivalence 
h: Q + f+‘(G) --) MQ + G), 
where W(G) and N(Q+ G) are the realizations of the cyclic spaces described above, with the 
induced S l-structure. 
Proof: For technical reasons we think of QX as the homotopy colimit of the functor 
from the indexing category I, defined in the previous section, to spaces given by 
m + fZmCmX; see [2, Theorem 1.51. 
Observe that Q+ W(G) is naturally S ‘-weakly equivalent to the realization of the 
simplicial (cyclic) space obtained by applying the functor Q+ to each space of simplices in 
W,(G), and to the structure maps. Said another way, if we view a cyclic object in a category 
‘3 as a contravariant functor from Connes’ category A, to %‘, then we may identify Q + W(G) 
with the realization of the composite functor 
A+ - Spaces - Infinite Loop Spaces. 
W.(c) Q+ 
Thus to prove the theorem it is sufficient to construct h as a map of cyclic spaces which 
induces a homotopy equivalence on realizations. 
At the level of k-simplices, we define 
4: Q + W,(G) --) N,(Q+ G) 
as follows: Let (m) denote the sequence 
(m)=(m,O,O,...,O) 
where there are k + 1 zeroes in this sequence. We then have natural maps 
fi(m)~(m)((G+)(k+l) ) C fi’“‘~:‘“‘(V,(o, G)* A . . . A VI@, G)*) = NI k(G)(m). 
The first inclusion is induced by the inclusion G E V, (0, G) = QG, These maps a well- 
map homotopy colimits 
h,: Q+ W,(G) NdQ+ (3 
h, preserve the each map is a equivalence so the 
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induced map of realisations 
h:Q+(WGN+N(Q+G) 
is a weak S’-equivalence. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.4. The following homotopy fixed point sets are homotopy equivalent: 
(1) W(Q+ WhS’ 
(2) (Q’, UWW’, where V is any representation of S’, 
(3) (QS:WK3)hS', 
(4) (Q:WWhS', where V is any representation of S’, 
(5) (Q:l(ABG))hS’. 
Proof This follows from the above Theorem, Lemma 3.2, and Theorem 1.1. 
We may now view the Chem character map for ,4(X) as having target (Q+(AX))hS’, 
ch: A(X) N ( W(Q+ G)hS’)+ :(N(Q+ G))hs’ N (Q+(IIX))~~’ 
where G is a group homotopy equivalent (as H-spaces) to RX. 
We end this section by discussing some recent results of Carlsson [7] concerning the 
homotopy type of (Q + (AX))hS’ z (Qy(AX))“s’. Let (Qy(AX))S‘ denote the fixed points of 
the S’-action. By the work of tom Dieck [20], we have the following description of this fixed 
point set. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a finite C. W. complex. There is a natural homotopy equivalence 
T: Q+(X) x n Q+Z(ES’ x si AX) + (QS:(AX))? 
n21 
This splitting, as described by tom Dieck in [20], should really be indexed by the finite 
subgroups of the Lie group S ‘, and by the full group S ‘. The finite subgroups are, of course, 
the cyclic groups Z, for n 2 1. The factors corresponding to one of these subgroups H is the 
orbit space 
Q+G, A W'IW XSI/,, WY') 
where (AX)” denotes the fixed points under the induced H-action, and where SII represents 
the one point compactification of the Lie algebra of S’/H. Notice that when H = Z, this 
space is naturally equivalent o Q + Z(ES’ x sl AX), and when H = S ‘, this space is Q+ X. 
This is how 3.5 follows from tom Die&s splitting in [ZO]. Recall also from [20] that the 
map T in 3.5, when restricted to any of the factors, is an appropriate transfer map. In 
particular for the factor corresponding to n = 1 (i.e. H = Z, = trivial subgroup), the 
restriction map 
T: Q+ Z(ES’ x s, AX) + QS:(AX) 
is the S’-transfer map. 
Now the recent proofs of generalizations of the Segal conjecture give comparisons 
between the fixed points and homotopy fixed points of Q: ( Y), where x is a finite group and 
Y is a finite a-C.W. complex. Recently Carlsson [7] has extended these results to include 
zt = S’ and Y = AX, where X is a finite, simply connected C.W. complex. He proved that 
the variant of the Segal conjecture that applies in this case is the following: 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let p be a fixed prime, X a finite complex and let XP be the p-adic 
completion of X. Let 
Tr: Q+&, x i& .gp, Q+WS’ x s4&J -(Q”: N&Ns’ 
4 (Q”: A (&,))hS’ N (Q+ A(X,))hS’ 
be the restriction of the map T in 3.5 to those factors indexed by a power of p, followed by the 
natural inclusion of the fixed points into the homotopy fixed points. Then T, induces an 
equivalence after p-adic completion. 
Thus much is known about the p-adic homotopy type of (Q+ AX)hS’. In particular 3.6 
and the remarks after 3.5 imply that the S’-transfer 
T:Q+C(ES’ x,,AX)+(Q+AX)~~’ 
induces a monomorphism in homotopy groups at every prime p. The following is a rational 
analogue, which is a well understood corollary of Smith theory. 
THEOREM 3.7. The S’-transfer induces a monomorphism 
We have now completed our discussion of the homotopy type of the target of the Chem 
character for A(X), (Q+ (AX))““. 
We end by remarking that cyclic theory has been generalized to dihedral theory by 
Loday [18] and others. Simply put, a dihedral space is a cyclic space where the action of 
Zk + 1 on the space of k-simplices extends to an action of the dihedral group D, + 1. Of course 
this action must satisfy certain compatibility relations with respect to the face and 
degeneracy maps. As one might expect, the realization of a dihedral space comes naturally 
equipped not only with an S’ action, but with an extension to an G(2) action. 
For example the cyclic bar construction on a group W,(G) described above has a 
dihedral structure. The cyclic permutation action on W,(G) = Gk+’ extends to a D,, 1 
action via the involution 
‘k+l* 
. Gk+’ --) Gk+l 
defined by ~k+lh,~l,~~~, gk) = (i?O,gk,gk-1,. . . ,92,91). 
We leave to the interested and energetic reader the exercise of verifying that all of the 
cyclic spaces described above in fact have similarly defined dihedral structures, and that all 
of the cyclic trace maps, including 
r: w,(Q+ G) + N,(Q+ G) 
are actually maps of dihedral spaces. Thus these maps are O(2)-equivariant on realizations, 
and it may prove interesting and useful to study this extra structure. 
94. THE MUL.TIPLICATIVE PROPERTIES OF THE CHERN CHARACTER 
The goal of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a space and G a topological group of the homotopy type (as H- 
spaces) of CIX. Then the homology homomorphism 
ch: H&J(X)) + H,W(Q+ ‘4’? 
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is a ring homomorphism. The ring structures on these homology groups are induced by the 
respective infinite loop structures. 
Proof: Given a ring R recall that the Z-Z-space structure of K(R) = BGL(R)+ is induced 
by block sum 
CL, x CL, -. CL,.,. 
We now proceed to describe the analogue of this block sum in our context. 
Consider the natural inclusions 
i: Ua, G) G K,+h, G) 
i: Ua, G) 4 K,+,h, G) 
defined to be the inclusion as the first n x n block and the last m x m block, respectively. 
That is, 
i(cAa) = e,.,(a) 
and 
i(c,,,(@) = en+r,n+s(Co. 
These inclusions define natural transformations of functors from Ip+2 
and 
i: K.,(G) --) K,+,,,(G) 
j: Nn,p(G) -, N,+,,,(G) 
In order to “add” these blocks we will need to use Boardman and Vogt’s space C,(2) of 
two little cubes in R”, and in particular the canonical “operad” map 
5:C,(2)xR”YxR”Y+R”Y, 
see [l] and [ 193. Using these configuration spaces we define functors Q? from I to spaces by 
letting 
W(a) = C,(2). 
The value of %? on a morphism 8: a + b is given by the usual suspension of the cubes in 
the coordinates determined by 8. It is standard that if we define C,(2) to be the homotopy 
colimit of the functor %? then C, is contractible. 
This allows us to define the functor V x N,,,(G) x N,,(G) from Zpw2 to spaces on an 
object A = (a, ao, . . . , ap) to be 
C,(2) x ~r,pNW) x ~,,pW4 
The homotopy colimit of this functor is 
C, x Np(W(Q+ G)* x JJpWAQ+ G)*). 
These spaces have the obvious cyclic structure maps. Now the operad map r defines a 
natural transformation 
<p: q x 4,(G) x JLpW -+ W.,(G) 
defined in the natural way after observing that if A = (a, ao, . . . , ap) then V,+,(G)(A) is of 
the form P(Y). These transformations preserve the cyclic structure maps and thereby yield 
a map of cyclic spaces 
5: C, x N,W,+,(Q+ G)*j2 + N,W,+,(Q+ G)*). (4.2) 
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We now define the map of cyclic spaces 
&.nr:Cao x N,(M,(Q+G)*)xN,(M,(Q+G)*)~N,(M,+,(Q+G)*) 
to be the composition 
P,,,: Cm x N,M(Q+G)*) x NJM,(Q+G)*)= Cm x N,Wn+,(Q+ Cl*)* 
5 NA'%,+,(Q+ G)*). (4.3) 
By abuse of notation we will also denote by p,,, its restriction 
II,,,:C, x +&WQ+G))x ~V%n(Q+GW @&%+,(Q+W (4.4) 
This map is still a map of cyclic spaces and hence defines a map on homotopy fixed 
points of the realization. Since C, is contractible this induces a map (well defined up to 
homotopy) 
A,,: s~~"(Q+G)xB~~,(Q+G)~s~~,+,(Q+G). (4.5) 
Now let GL,(Q+ G) be Waldhausen’s monoid given as a subset of 5, Map, 
( Wk A G+, V “Sk A G, ). (See [21].) There is a block pairing of monoids 
b,,,: ~L,(Q+G)x~L,(Q+G)-,G^L,+,(Q+G) 
that induces pairings 
and 
Bn,n: B~L,(Q+G)xB~L,(Q+G)-,BGIL,+,(Q+G) 
These maps induce the H-space structure on ,4(X). Now there is a natural inclusion that 
gives an equivalence of &-spaces I: &(Q+ G) 4 GL(Q+ G). This allows us to define an 
equivalence of cyclic spaces 
9: %%(Q+ G))-’ @&(Q+ G)$’ ff’@L,(Q+ G)) 
where h is the map given in Lemma 2.11. By restricting this equivalence to homotopy fixed 
points the following reduces to a straightforward check of definitions. 
LEMMA 4.6. The map p”.,,, defined in formula (4.5) is, up to homotopy, the block pairing map 
A.,,,: B~L,(Q+G)xsdL,(Q+G)-rsdL,+ltl(Q+G). 
Now recall that N,(Q+ G) is, by definition N,(M1 (Q+ G)*) and hence formula (4.2) for 
the operad map 5 defines a map of cyclic spaces 
&C,(2) x N,(Q+G)*+NJQ+G) 
which defines the H-space structure on NJQ, G). The H-space structure on the homotopy 
fixed points is then given by the induced map 
5: C,(2) x N(Q+ G)“= x N(Q+ G)hs’ + N(Q+ G)? 
The following is now verified by simply checking the definitions. 
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LEMMA 4.7. The following diagram commutes: 
C,(2) x G'(GUQ+ (3) x +W,(Q+ G)) - G'(GL+m(Q+ G)) 
1XTXTl IT 
C,(2) x N(Q+ G) x NQ+ G) - NQ + (3. 
c 
We are now ready to complete the proof of theorem 4.1. By applying homotopy fixed 
points to the diagram in lemma 4.7 we see that the following diagram homotopy commutes: 
B&(Q+ G) x B&,(Q+ G) K.ma . l?&,+,(Q+ G) 
ch x ch 1 1 ch 
N(Q+ G)“’ x N(Q+ G)hS’ 7 N(Q + G)hS'. 
Notice that the maps p,,, and < in this diagram are only well defined up to homotopy. 
In any case, Theorem 4.1 now follows from Lemma 4.6 after recalling that the block 
pairings /I_ induce the ring product structure in H,(A(X)). 
The relevance of Theorem 4.1 is that, roughly speaking, we can view ch rationally as 
though it were a map of infinite loop spaces. Presumably ch is a map of infinite loop spaces 
but since we do not need this we do not try to prove it. We will make this more precise by 
using the following standard result from rational stable homotopy theory. 
Let X and Y be infinite loop spaces corresponding to the connective spectra X and Y 
respectively. Consider the evaluation maps 
e:xC”X+X and e:C”Y+Y. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose f: X -P Y is a map inducing a ring homomorphism 
f,: H,(X; Q) + HJY; Q). 
Then there is a unique homomorphism 
f*: H,(X; Q) -+ H,(Y; Q) 
making the following diagram commute: 
H&f; 0) A H,(Y; Q) 
% 1 1 % 
H,(X; Q) - H,(Y; Q). 
f. 
Proof: Recall that since X is an infinite loop space HJX; Q) is primitively generated. 
Moreover if Znd(H,(X; Q)) is the indecomposable quotient, e, factors through an 
isomorphism 
6,: Znd(H,(X; Q)) 5 HJX; Q). 
Similarly we have e*,,: Znd(H,( Y; Q))aH,(Y; Q). Since f, is a ring homomorphism it 
induces a map on the indecomposable quotients. The proposition now follows. 
Thus by theorem 4.1 we have a unique homomorphism 
ch,: H,(A(X); 0) -. H,W(Q+ G)? Q) (4-g) 
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making the diagram in 4.7 commute. Here again the bold face notation denotes the spectra 
corresponding to the infinite loop spaces. We will use ch, in Section 6 to prove a product 
formula essential to our approach to the Novikov conjecture. 
$5. THE ASSEMBLY MAP FOR Q+(IU~~)“~‘. 
Let T( be a discrete group, and let N(Q + ~l)~~’ denote the spectrum corresponding to the 
infinite loop space N(Q + n)hS1. The goal of this section is to construct a map of spectra 
B: N(QS”)hS’ A Blc+ --, N(Q+x)~~’ 
for rt a discrete group, and study its properties. In general we will use bold face to refer to the 
spectrum associated to an infinite loop space. 
The map W shall be viewed as a kind of assembly map for the functor from groups to 
spectra, N(Q+ rr)hS’. The main property of this map that we will prove in this section is that 
when Bx has the homotopy type of a finite C.W. complex, 9 is, up to homotopy, the 
inclusion of a wedge summand of spectra. In $3 it was proved that N(Q+n) has the same 
weak S ‘-homotopy type as Q+ (ABn), so this will prove part (2) of the main theorem in the 
introduction. 
The main technical tool for the construction of the map 9 is a cyclic version of the 
stabilization functor Q+ . We will define a functor Q7 from the category of cyclic spaces to 
the category of cyclic infinite loop spaces as follows. 
Let Y* be a cyclic space. Define a functor Q,( Y) from ZP+* to spaces by 
Q,UW) = fiA~"W-,)+) w 
where A is an object of Z P+* We define Qy( Y,), to be the homotopy colimit of this functor. .
We define the cyclic structure of Qy( Y,) as follows. The face maps are given by taking 
the homotopy colimit of the maps 
di:R”~A((Yp)+)-)nd’(A)Cdi(A) ((Y,_,)+) 
defined by applying the functor RAEA --, fidi(A)Cdr(A) to the face map 
di: Y,~ Yp-l. 
The degeneracy maps and the cyclic operations of Q’+‘( Y,) are similarly induced by the 
degeneracy and cyclic operations of Y.+. 
The following two results are basic and important properties of this construction. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. On the level of geometric realization, there is a natural homotopy 
equivalence 
Proof Consider the simplicial infinite loop space Q+ ( Y,) obtained by applying the 
functor Q + to each space of p-simplices and to each of the face and degeneracy operators of 
Y,. For technical reasons we will think of QX as the homotopy colimit of the functor from 
the indexing category Z to spaces given by m + R”Z”X [2]. We will prove this proposition 
by defining a simplicial homotopy equivalence 
h:Q+(Y,)-,Q?‘(Y,)- 
Consider an object A = (a, ao, . . . , a& of I P+ * There is a natural inclusion . 
h,: ~“WY,)+) 4 QA~A((Yp)+) = QJY)W 
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This gives a well defined map on homotopy colimits 
which is evidently a homotopy equivalence. These maps respect he cyclic operations and so 
define the cyclic homotopy equivalence we were looking for. 
Notice that h: Q + ( Y,) + Qy( Y,) is actually a map of cyclic infinite loop spaces, but the 
inverse equivalence cannot be chosen to preserve the cyclic structure. 
The verification of the following result is just a matter of checking the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. 
QYW’J4) = N,(Q+bh 
where W,(n) is the simplicial bar construction on the group x studied above. 
The assembly map 
9: N(QS”)hS’ A BK, + N(Q+(K))~~’ 
will be induced by applying the functor QY to a natural inclusion of the bar construction on 
the group A into the cyclic bar construction on IC. By Goodwillie’s work [12], this inclusion 
is, up to homotopy, the inclusion of Bn into the free loop space ABx as the constant loops. 
To make this more precise, let B,(n) be the subcyclic space of the cyclic bar construction 
W,(x) defined at level p as follows. 
B,(a) = {(go,. . . , gp)EzP+l = Wp(z), such that go . . . gp = 11. 
Notice that these subsets are invariant under the face, degeneracy, and cyclic operators, and 
so B,(n) forms a subcyclic space of W,(n). Notice furthermore that 
under the correspondence (gr , . . . , gp) + ((gI . . . gp)-l, gr, . . . gp). This correspondence 
identifies B,(a) with the usual simplicial bar construction for the classifying space of zt, and 
it furthermore induces a cyclic structure upon it. 
Passing to geometric realization, Goodwillie showed in [12] that the pair of Sr-spaces 
(W(n), Blr) has the same weak S ‘-homotopy type as the pair (ABn, BR), where Bn is included 
in ABK as the S ‘-fixed points, that is the constant loops. Thus in particular, the geometric 
realization of the above cyclic structure on B.,,(K) has a weakly trivial S’-action. 
Let 
i: B&r) -, W,(n) 
be the above inclusion of cyclic spaces. The following result is the key ingredient in the proof 
of part (3) of the main theorem in the introduction. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let IC be a discrete group. There is a map of cyclic infinite loop spaces 
QPW Q’+‘( w,(N) = N,(Q+N --) Q’I(B,OO) 
so that the composite 
QY(B,W Q’(i) b Q’r( W,(n)) Ql(s) Qy( B&c)) 
is the identity. 
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Proof: Consider the map on the level of p-simplices 
s,: IP+ l = Wp(7c) + B,(n) 
defined by the rule 
s,(go~ * - * 9 9p) = 
1 
(901 * f - , gp) ifgO...gp=l, 
(191, * * * , 1) otherwise. 
One can easily check that the sp’s define a map of cyclic sets 
s: W*(B) + B,(x) 
having the property that the composition s 01 is the identity map of B,(z). The map Q’+‘(s) is
now defined by applying the functor Q‘J to the cyclic map s. 
Notice how the hypotheses that x be discrete was used in this proof. If we did not assume 
this the map sp defined above would not necessarily be continuous. 
Our next step is to identify the homotopy type of the spectrum of homotopy fixed points, 
Q‘!J(Bn)“s’. To do this we first define pairings of cyclic spaces 
A: QC’(S”) x Y, --) Q”(V(Y,)+)). 
Here S” denotes the constant cyclic space, Y, is a cyclic space, and Qcy( Y,) is defined 
just like Qy( Y,), except we do not add a disjoint basepoint to Y, in the definition of the 
space of p-simplices, Q”( Y,),. Thus the realization of Qcy(E”(( Y,),)) is the n-fold 
delooping of the realization of Q7 ( Y,). 
On the level of p-simplices define 
p”,p: &-PP(S”) x Y, --) s2-V(S” A (( Y,),)) 
as follows. Let t eSA, aoR”Z”(S”), and YE Up. We define 
P%,(% YM = 4) * Y EXA(S”) A ( r,>+. 
This defines a natural transformation of functors from Zp+’ to spaces. By taking 
homotopy colimits we define the cyclic map cc.. When we realize this map we get an induced 
map of S ‘-spaces 
K: IQ”(W A I Y,l+ -) IQ”PW YJ+)N 
In turn p induces a map on the level of homotopy fixed points 
v,: IQ”W)lW’ A (I Y,l +>“I * IQcy(WY,)+))lhs’ 
defined as follows. Let 
~~iVap~,(ESi, lQCy(S”)l) = lQ~(S”)lhS’, 
let XEES~, and let y~l Y,l; define 
v.(B, Y)(X) = P.(8(x), YN IQ”(W Y*)+))l. 
Notice that the spaces lQy(S”)lks’ A (1 Y,l+)Ls’ and lQcy(P(( Y*)+))lU’ are the spaces 
making up the spectra 
IQ’?(S”)l~’ A I &I+ = N(Q(s”HM’ A I Ll+ and IQ‘?(~,)l~’ 
respectively. Moreover it is immediate that the maps v, define a map of spectra 
v: N(Q(S"))ikS' A I Y,l+ --) lQ‘!( Y+)lul. (5.5) 
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THEOREM 5.6. Let Y+ be a cyclic space whose geometric realization has the same weak 
S’-homotopy type as a finite C. W. complex with trivial S’-action. Then the map 
v: N(Q(S”))MS’ A I Y*I + --, (Q?‘( Whsl 
is an equivalence of spectra. 
Proof This is proved by a standard argument using induction on the number of cells in 
the finite, trivial S’-complex of the same weak S’-homotopy typ as 1 Y,l. 
We define our assembly map 93 to be the composition 
93: N(Q(S”))hS’ A BIT, A QC+Y(BJX))~' 
Ql(i) o:‘( W,(IL))~” = N(Q+(z))~? (5.7) 
Now assume that Bn has the homotopy type of a finite C W complex. Then by applying the 
homotopy fixed point functor to theorem 5.4, and using the equivalence in theorem 5.6, we 
get a splitting map 
r: Q‘-j’( W*(K))‘~’ -+ Q!;(B,(z))~~’ N (N(QS”))hS’ A Bn, 
which proves part (3) of the main theorem of the introduction. 
96. A PRODUm FORMULA FOR THE CHERN CHARACTER 
Let 
THEOREM 6.1. The following diagram commutes: 
H,(A(pt) A Bn,); Q) ch*@‘+ H,(N(QS”)hS’ A Bx,; Q) 
d. 1 19. 
H,(Wn); Q) - fUN(Q+W% Qh 
cb. 
Notice that by the relationship between N(Q + (n)) and Q + (A&t) described earlier, this 
diagram is the same as that occuring in part (4) of the main theorem of the introduction 
except that rational homotopy groups of infinite loop spaces is replaced by rational 
homology of spectra. The fact that these are equivalent is standard. 
We begin the proof of this theorem by studying more carefully the assembly map on the 
level of infinite loop spaces, 
f2”d: P(A(pt) A Bn,) + R”A(Bn) = A(Bx). 
It is well known that this map is induced by the tensor product pairing of matrices. To 
make this statement more precise, we will study the map 
do: B&(QS’) A Br+ --, A(Bx) 
defined to be the composition 
do: B&5(QS”) A Blr, A!P(A(pt) A Bn+)=A(Bn) 
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where i is the inclusion 
i: Bk(QS’) A Bn, + A(pt) A BK+ 4 lim fY(B”A(pt) A Bx,) = W(A(pt) A Blc+). 
n-o3 
The statement that d is induced by the tensor product of matrices means, among other 
things, that do is induced by the natural inclusion 
&(QsO) x A 4 &(Q+(n)) 
which is in turn induced by the natural smash product pairings 
We denote the image of a pair (a, 8) under this pairing by a A g. 
We now describe precisely how this smash product pairing induces the map sale. We first 
describe it on the level of the cyclic bar constructions. 
Let (a, ao, . . . , a& be an object of the indexing category Zp+2. Consider the map 
d e,P: V,(a,) A . . . A V.(a,) x (ny” + V,(a,, IL) A . . . A Vn(ap, n) 
defined by 
~o.&i,,j,,(ao) A . - - A ei,,.j,(a,)) X (90, - e - 3 Sp)= 
eiO. jo (aq A 90) A %,j,h A Sl) A - . . A ei,.j,(ap A 9d (6.2) 
By taking the appropriate homotopy colimits of such maps we see that these define a map of 
simplicial (in fact cyclic) spaces 
do: WWQs”)*) x w&O --) N#UQ+ ~1). 
The following is the first step in proving theorem 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.3. The following diagram of cyclic spaces commutes: 
N,M(Qs”)*) x W4 2 N,(QS’) x W,,(n) 
6 1 1 PO 
N,Wn(Q+(4)*) - N,(Q+Od) 
I 
where 
P,: N,(QS’) x w,(n) = Q”(sO) x w,n -+ Q”(W&)+) = N,(Q+4 
is the map defined in $5. 
Proof The commutativity of this diagram is directly verified on the simplicial level 
using formula (6.2) for do, the definition of p. given in $5, and the definition of the cyclic 
trace mapr (see (2.7)). 
Recalling that ??*(GL,(Q+ G)) was defined to be a subcyclic space of N,(M,(Q+ G)*), 
one sees that do restricts to give a map of cyclic spaces 
do: @JWQS”)) x WJ4 + @WXQ+ 4). 
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The induced map on homotopy fixed points of the S’-action on the geometric realiz- 
ation gives the map 
J&: B&,(QS’) x BR + BeL(Q+n) 
defined above. Moreover, by applying homotopy fixed points to the diagram in Lemma 6.3 
we get that the following diagram is homotopy commutative. 
B&,(QS’) x Bn eh N(QS”)LS’ x Bn 
1 % (6.4) 
- N(Q + x)~~‘. 
ch 
(Recall that by the construction of the maps in $5, v. is the map of homotopy fixed points 
induced by ,uo. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Now as discussed earlier, the map do factors as the composition 
.do:B6L,(QSo)~ Ba+h='(A(pt)~ Bx+)=A(Bn). 
Similarly, by the construction of the map W in $5, the map v. factors as the composition 
vo: N(QS”)hS’ A Ba+bP(N(QS”)hS’ A B~+)=N(Q+K)~’ 
where in this case i is the natural inclusion 
i: N(QS”)hS’ A Bn, 4 lim ~“((Qcy(S”))““’ A BIL+) = SF’(N(QS”)hS’ A Bn+). 
n-m 
Thus the commutativity of diagram 6.4 says that 
ch,~R”de~i, = !P$?,~i,~(ch A l),: 
H@L(QS”) A Bn+; Q) -. H,(N(Q+n)hS’; Q). 
Notice that 
i: BeL(QS’) A Ba, + P(A(pt) A B~L+) 
is the adjoint of the evaluation map of spectra 
e A 1: Z@A(pt) A BK, --) A@) A BK,, 
and similarly 
(6.5) 
is the adjoint of 
i: N(QS’)“’ A Bn, +f2m(N(QSo)hS’ A Ba,) 
e A 1: XmN(QSo)hs’ A B~L+  N(QS”)hS’ A Bn, . 
Hence 6.5 and 4.8 imply that the following two compositions are equal: 
H,(A(pt) A Bn,; Q) (ehl)*~ H,(A(pt) A Bn,; Q) 
-=‘* * H,(A(Bn); Q) “* + H,(N(Q+ 4”-? Q) 
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and 
H,(A(pt) A Ba+; Q) -H,(A(pt) * Ba+; Q) 
(e A 0, 
~4(N(QS”)kS’ A Bn+) - J-J,NQ+ 4? Q). 
. 4 
Since (e A l), is surjective, Theorem 6.1 follows. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem in the introduction and thereby completes 
the reduction of the algebraic K-theory Novikov conjecture for all groups whose classifying 
space is a finite C W complex to the single conjecture that 
ch: A(pt) -. IV(QS”)hS’ 
induces a monomorphism in rational homotopy groups. 
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